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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Have an eye for design? Are you a team player? Passionate about seeing nonprofit ministries grow? Want to work in a
collaborative, supportive environment daily? Looking to make a difference with the architectural work that you do? As a vital part
of the Station 19 Architects team, you’ll do all of this while continuing to grow and be challenged in your career as you
collaborate on projects through all phases of design. Located in Minneapolis, MN we have 40+ years of experience as ministry
specialists that strategically and effectively multiply God’s kingdom by partnering with nonprofit ministries to help them envision
and realize their facility’s potential.
We’re looking for someone who can:
• Display creative problem solving, design of space and option analysis – Be Curious
• Display excellent graphic sensibilities with quality graphic presentations
• Effectively communicate both verbally and in writing
• Be flexible in tasks given and managing schedules and deadlines
• Highly organized, self-motivated, and work independently
• Meet deadlines with willingness to put in extra effort when needed
• Set internal goals to complete the overall project
• “Do whatever it takes” to help fulfill the mission of our company
As a full-time architectural designer, you will have the opportunity to assist in vision casting tools, architectural drafting,
SketchUp models, BIM modeling, detailing, documentation, document organization, presentation and planning preparation. You
will gain in knowledge, understanding, and skill in both historical and contemporary buildings as well as various types and
phases of projects from small interior remodels, to mid-sized additions, to large scale new facilities. In addition, you will benefit
from a collaborative, innovative design team with an average of 25 years of combined experience.
Minimum requirements are a graduate degree in Architecture from an accredited architecture school and 1-2 years of
working experience.
If you are excited and want to learn more about the opportunity send your resume, introductory letter explaining why
you want to join the Station 19 Architects Team and a brief portfolio to Nicole Thompson at
nlthompson@station19.com

